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About This Game

Game Story

The unexpected appearance of the Vortex, Pillar of Despair, unleashed dreadful creatures that brutally raided the world.
Defenseless and vulnerable, mankind was soon on the verge of extinction.

When all hope was lost, a miracle happened and the creatures suddenly vanished. Desperate to prevent the next invasion, the
survivors created a group called the 'Corps' that journeys into the Vortex from whence the creatures emerged. You will lead the

Corps to reveal the secrets behind the incidents.

Will the human race succeed in changing the course of their destiny?

In the Mist of the Vortex, Pillar of Despair...

 You will be constantly dealing with internal conflicts between 'satisfaction' and 'greed'.

 Limited visibility will hinder your exploration.

 Utilize skills and create effective formations to achieve victory.
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 Don't forget, even your best crew members have only one life.

 Upgrading gear is not the only way to win.

Key Features

 Contains 40-hours of expeditions in 5 distinct regions.

 Turn-based RPG with a twist... It can change based on your actions.

 Maps are always changing… practice different strategies in order to survive.

 Build an invincible Corps by combining and strategizing with 8 different Corps classes.

 Learn new skills and upgrade equipment to enhance Corps Crew members.

 The Mist influences EVERYTHING that happens in the game.

Your strategy will reshape the fate of mankind.
Lead the Arta Kingdom's Corps into the Misty expedition!
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Title: MISTOVER
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
KRAFTON Inc.
Publisher:
KRAFTON Inc.
Release Date: Coming Soon

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 3.2+ Compliant

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Korean,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Setup tuning flow charts available:
Now you can get the trusted knowledge of the VRCE app in a flow chart - FOR FREE! Print the flow chart (PDF) and keep it
handy beside your racing rig for easy access to real world problem solving advice.
 
- Includes oval and road racing flow charts
- You get both full-corner and corner-phase specific advice (entry, apex, and corner exit)
- Color coded recommendations for what changes can be made in the garage, and which can be done in pit lane gives you the
ability to quickly make setup changes during your race.
- Recommendations are sorted by level of impact to the problem at hand. The higher on the list, the greater the impact to the
problem you are having. For subtle changes, see the recommendations lower on the list.
- Includes recommendations on how to prepare your setup for a qualifying session

Grab them today! - https://www.virtualracecarengineer.com/racing-setup-flow-charts/
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The Setup Developer Tool celebrates its one year anniversary with a FREE WEEKEND on Steam. That's right. You can use it
free all weekend. And to those that just want to grab it at its best price yet it will be 40% off during the weekend as well.. Oct
27 update:
A small update to SDT2018 just went out, fixing lap time report not displaying on exit confirmation (thanks to Maurice Snell). 
Become a setup master!:
Combining the power of both the Setup Developer Tool and the Virtual Race Car Engineer software into a single package
means the you no longer need worry about coming up with your ideal race setup. You will become a Setup Master!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/6805/Setup_Master/. October update:
The Setup Developer Tool 2018 has just had a small update. This primarily catches it up to the Virtual Race Car Engineer and
makes the app a little easier to use on smaller devices.

Changelog:
- Increased size of top-menu for easier use on phones
- Added top-menu item "?" to access learning database (articles, glossary, discussion, etc)
- Minor fixes to font sizing and scaling
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